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feedback can be given.

new contributors needn’t
worry about harming the project.
SAFETY NET

private

CODE REVIEW

(not including the proposer)
must approve before PR merge, and every
change occurs through PR.
THREE REVIEWS

initiated to ensure (by bot)
that devs at different institutions actively
approve direction of project.
DELOCALIZATION

appraisal since each
reviewer has strengths and specialities.
COMPREHENSIVE

protects the interests of
developing downstream research projects
ECOSYSTEM

keeps core
developers familiar with whole project.
INSTITUTIONAL KNOWLEDGE

NOT A QUORUM FOR CHANGING PSI

https://snarky.ca/setting-expectations-for-open-source-participation/
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is common area to fall short.

integration as PR check available.

LOCATED

bugs by mending skipped lines.
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COMPROMISE
BE ADDRESSABLE Either make
frequent releases so that new
features are soon accessible
(QCA, PySCF approach) or
do less frequent releases and
make intermediate commits
addressable (Psi approach).
PEP440 provides
standards & normalization
tools.
BE SORTABLE

version
reckoning after git tag
signals a release. Upon make,
info from git describe
computes a unique, sortable
version at every commit.
AUTOMATIC

DOWNSTREAM

will thank you.

1.4a1.dev60

TESTING
it is to compose tests. But worth it
to consolidate gains and force others to fix the
problems they introduce.
GREAT BOTHER

BOT

can nag PRs about broken tests for you!

OFF-THE-SHELF

testing tools & commands, always.
Psi is ctest➞pytest
of optional deps so can fully
test or skip uninstalled deps in current env.
RUNTIME DETECTION

makes it easy to run variations on a job & consolidate testing assertions.
PARAMETERIZATION

and warning pathways and deprecated
features tested as easily as numerical results.
ERROR

STRATEGIES

for building test suite

Encourage adding the validation and stress
tests from impl. time to formal suite.
Encourage adding the unsteady early syntax
from impl. time for cov. & diverse author styles.
Don’t strive for regimented tests.
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CHECK EVERY FINDABLE INTERFACE WORKING
>>> psi4 - -test
/usr/local/psi4/lib/psi4/tests/test_profiling.py::test_threaded_blas
/usr/local/psi4/lib/psi4/tests/test_psi4.py::test_psi4_basic

XPASS

PASSED
/usr/local/psi4/lib/psi4/tests/test_psi4.py::test_psi4_cas PASSED
/usr/local/psi4/lib/psi4/tests/test_psi4.py::test_psi4_cc PASSED
/usr/local/psi4/lib/psi4/tests/test_psi4.py::test_psi4_dfmp2 PASSED
/usr/local/psi4/lib/psi4/tests/test_psi4.py::test_psi4_sapt PASSED
/usr/local/psi4/lib/psi4/tests/test_psi4.py::test_psi4_scfproperty PASSED
/usr/local/psi4/lib/psi4/tests/test_addons.py::test_json PASSED
/usr/local/psi4/lib/psi4/tests/test_addons.py::test_gdma PASSED
/usr/local/psi4/lib/psi4/tests/test_addons.py::test_mrcc SKIPPED
/usr/local/psi4/lib/psi4/tests/test_addons.py::test_chemps2 PASSED
/usr/local/psi4/lib/psi4/tests/test_addons.py::test_dftd3 PASSED
/usr/local/psi4/lib/psi4/tests/test_addons.py::test_libefp PASSED
/usr/local/psi4/lib/psi4/tests/test_addons.py::test_pcmsolver PASSED
/usr/local/psi4/lib/psi4/tests/test_addons.py::test_erd PASSED
/usr/local/psi4/lib/psi4/tests/test_addons.py::test_cfour SKIPPED
/usr/local/psi4/lib/psi4/tests/test_addons.py::test_v2rdm_casscf PASSED
/usr/local/psi4/lib/psi4/tests/test_addons.py::test_grimme_3c PASSED
========== 15 passed, 2 skipped, 1 passed in 99.75 seconds ==========
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PRODUCTION-QUALITY BINARIES ➞ STANDARDS
2.07

DEVS CAN HAVE SHINY THINGS

libs optimized for both
modern & legacy arch via icpc flags.
MULTIARCH

easy to distribute with
gcc7.3, so devs can use c++14.
STANDARDS

conda compilers have
sysroots with old glibc so useable with
slow-moving Linux OS. Binarycompatible w/ defaults & conda-forge
channels.
COMPATIBILITY

balance with user ease

1
Wall Time wrt 1.3 binary

PRODUCTION DISTRIBUTIONS
LAPACK dynamically link runtimemultiarch MKL direct from Intel.

STANDARDS
SHINY THINGS advance standards liberally.
balance with distribution ease
balance with not imposing version
freeze on other projects

binary
tuned
1.1 binary

PYTHON
C++

3.6+ after mid-2018.

14 by Dec 2018.

CONDA COMPILERS

GCC 7.3 for C, C++, Fortran. Psi uses
ICPC 2018 atop GCC for multiarch opt.
MAC Clang 4.0.1 for C, C++; GCC Fortran.
WIN MSVC for C, C++; IFORT for Fortran.
LINUX

0
Calc Type

DECLARATIVE INTERFACE

ALLOWS TRANSPARENT REFACTORING BETWEEN MODULES, LANGS, REPOS
ENERGY(), gradient(), optimize(), hessian(),

frequency() are the five “user-facing” functions through
which 99+% of QC is run in Psi, so easy to guess command.
Minimal entry points
BEST-PRACTICE OPTIONS

for basis sets, convergence,
implementation, algorithm are added at driver layer.
interface layer below the user layer makes it simple
to shift methods btwn languages without disturbing user.

psi4.energy('mp2')

PY/C++

➞ C++ when a reference implementation is
optimized in compiled language.
PY

C++

➞ PY when a legacy code is refactored so that
logic in Python and intensive parts in compiled.
E.G. MOLECULE

parsing

C++ with Boost regex on str (v1.0)
C++ with C++11 regex on str (v1.1)
Py dict initializing class (v1.2)
Py dict from external module initializing class (v1.3)
E.G. B3LYP

in-house fctl + lib3index DF + Wfn::KS (v1.1)
Libxc fctl + lib3index DF + Wfn::KS
Libxc fctl + lib3index DF + Wfn::SCF
Libxc fctl + DF_Helper DF + Wfn::SCF (v1.2)

psi4.energy('mp2/cc-pvtz')
psi4.energy('mp2/cc-pv[dt]z')
psi4.gradient('mp2/cc-pvtz', bsse_type='cp')
psi4.optimize(‘mp2/cc-pv[dt]’, bsse_type=‘uncp’, dertype=0)

DECLARATIVE INTERFACE

ALLOWS TRANSPARENT REFACTORING BETWEEN MODULES, LANGS, REPOS
ENERGY(), gradient(), optimize(), hessian(),

frequency() are the five “user-facing” functions through
which 99+% of QC is run in Psi, so easy to guess command.
Minimal entry points
BEST-PRACTICE OPTIONS

for basis sets, convergence,
implementation, algorithm are added at driver layer.
PY/C++

interface layer below the user layer makes it simple
to shift methods btwn languages without disturbing user.
➞ C++ when a reference implementation is
optimized in compiled language.
PY

C++

➞ PY when a legacy code is refactored so that
logic in Python and intensive parts in compiled.
E.G. MOLECULE

parsing

C++ with Boost regex on str (v1.0)
C++ with C++11 regex on str (v1.1)
Py dict initializing class (v1.2)
Py dict from external module initializing class (v1.3)
E.G. B3LYP

in-house fctl + lib3index DF + Wfn::KS (v1.1)
Libxc fctl + lib3index DF + Wfn::KS
Libxc fctl + lib3index DF + Wfn::SCF
Libxc fctl + DF_Helper DF + Wfn::SCF (v1.2)

RE VO LU T IO NS

wavefunction passing - localizing, in-memory, givinguser
access to calc innards — 2016
molecule passing - globals avoidance — 2016
recursivedriver, minimal entry points — 2016
CMakeRewrite — 2016
dependency ejection (build-wise) — 2016
KillTheBoost — 2016
HistoryRewrite — 2016
pysidescf — 2018
molparse — 2018
qcvar localization - globals avoidance, definition
coherency — 2018–present
distributeddriver — 2018–present
dependency ejection (interface-wise to QCA stack) —
2019–present
theBeheading — upcoming
options passing - globals avoidance — upcoming

QCSchema

FULL-FLEDGED SINGLE JOB SPEC

DISCUSSION HERE

QCJOB DICT
CHARACTERISTICS

describes single QC step in unified language
DICT, non-serializable, conforms to schema
filled by translator functions
CONTENTS

QCprog, method, basis, deriv level
OPTIONS multilevel, history, Py-format values
RESOURCES exe loc, scratch, mem, threads
OUTPUTS stdout, qcvars, interpret-time errors
DIRECTIONS

VALIDATING PYTHON OBJECTS HERE

QCSchema

I

FULL-FLEDGED SINGLE JOB SPEC

J SO N:

QC Schema

{
'driver': 'gradient',
'model': {'method': 'ccsd(t)',

QCJOB DICT

'basis': 'cc-pvdz’},

CHARACTERISTICS

'molecule': {'atomic_numbers': [8, 1, 1],

describes single QC step in unified language
DICT, non-serializable, conforms to schema
filled by translator functions

...

'geometry': [0.0, 0.0, -0.065638538099178

CONTENTS

'fix_symmetry': 'Cs'},

QCprog, method, basis, deriv level
OPTIONS multilevel, history, Py-format values
RESOURCES exe loc, scratch, mem, threads
OUTPUTS stdout, qcvars, interpret-time errors
DIRECTIONS

'keywords': {'freeze_core': True,
...
'r_convergence': 8},
'provenance': None,
'success': None
}

QCSchema

IO

FULL-FLEDGED SINGLE JOB SPEC

J SO N:

QC Schema

{
'driver': DITTO
'model': DITTO
'molecule': DITTO
'keywords': DITTO

QCJOB DICT

'provenance':

CHARACTERISTICS

'raw_output':

describes single QC step in unified language
DICT, non-serializable, conforms to schema
filled by translator functions

{'by': 'Psi4', 'func': 'run_json', 'version': ‘1.3'},
'

* CFOUR Coupled-Cluster techniques for Computational Chemistry *\n'

'

CALCLEVEL

ICLLVL

'

CC_PROGRAM

ICCPRO

CCSD(T)
ECC

[ 22]

***

\n'

[

***

\n'

1]

' A miracle come to pass. The CC iterations have converged.\n'
'

CCSD(T) energy

'

Cfour scratch file GRD has been read\n'

'

CONTENTS

QCprog, method, basis, deriv level
OPTIONS multilevel, history, Py-format values
RESOURCES exe loc, scratch, mem, threads
OUTPUTS stdout, qcvars, interpret-time errors
DIRECTIONS

3

-76.320175532159\n’

0.0000000000\n'

'

8.0000000000

0.0000000000

0.0000000000

0.0006534633\n'

'

1.0000000000

0.0000000000

-0.0003521950

-0.0003267317\n'

'

1.0000000000

0.0000000000

0.0003521950

-0.0003267317\n'

'extras': {'qcvars': {
'(T) CORRECTION ENERGY':

-0.0070965085890132,

'CCSD CORRELATION ENERGY':
'CCSD(T) TOTAL ENERGY’:
'CURRENT GRADIENT’:
[ 0.
[ 0.

-76.320175532159,
,

0.

, -0.0003522 , -0.00032673],
, 0.0003522 , -0.00032673]]}},

'success': True
}

[[ 0.

-0.2503305491879538,

,

0.00065346],

QCSchema

FULL-FLEDGED SINGLE JOB SPEC
full-featured

one-shot

QCJOB DICT
PY
PY

CHARACTERISTICS

describes single QC step in unified language
DICT, non-serializable, conforms to schema
filled by translator functions
CONTENTS

QCprog, method, basis, deriv level
OPTIONS multilevel, history, Py-format values
RESOURCES exe loc, scratch, mem, threads
OUTPUTS stdout, qcvars, interpret-time errors

P SI API
T PY
XT

P SI THON

PY
J SON

YAPYML

PSIAPI
LOADER

INPUT
PARSER

DIRECTIONS

PSI4
C++/PYTHON LIBRARY

PYTHON MODULE w/C++ EXTENSION

UPSTREAM

jsonpickle

networkx
deepdiff

zlib

Python

NumPy

SciPy

HDF5

MP2D

BLAS·LAPACK

PCMSolver

intf·dftd3

ambit

intf·mp2d

CheMPS2

QCElemental

pybind11

QCEngine

DEP is req’d RT
dep’d’cy of TGT

geomeTRIC

MRCC
gCP

optking

PyCheMPS2

DEP is opt’l RT
dep’d’cy of TGT
DEP is req’d BT
dep’d’cy of TGT

DFTD3
libefp

Python

resp

PylibEFP

gdma

PSI4
snsmp2

dkh

C++

simint

PSI4NUMPY

HTMD

Libint

OpenFermion

Libxc

OpenMM

pygau2grid

creom

gau2grid
gpu_dfcc

OpenFermion
Psi4

C

openmm4psi

Fortran

v2rdm_casscf

Forte

III. Narrow data connections by
replacing API calls with JSON call. DOWNSTREAM
h5py

cudatoolkit

UPSTREAM

jsonpickle

networkx
deepdiff

zlib

Python

NumPy

SciPy

HDF5

BLAS·LAPACK

PCMSolver

DEP is req’d RT
dep’d’cy of TGT

ambit
CheMPS2

pybind11
QCElemental

DEP is opt’l RT
dep’d’cy of TGT

geomeTRIC

MRCC

gCP

optking

PyCheMPS2
MP2D

DEP is req’d BT
dep’d’cy of TGT

libefp

Python

resp

gdma
PSI4

snsmp2

dkh

C++

simint
Libint

intf·mp2d

DFTD3

OpenFermion

QCEngine
OpenMM

Libxc
gau2grid

PSI4NUMPY

HTMD

intf·dftd3

pygau2grid
PylibEFP

creom
gpu_dfcc

OpenFermion
Psi4

C

openmm4psi

Fortran

v2rdm_casscf

Forte

III. Narrow data connections by
replacing API calls with JSON call. DOWNSTREAM
h5py

cudatoolkit

UPSTREAM

jsonpickle

networkx
deepdiff

zlib

Python

NumPy

QCEngine
QCSCHEMA runner. Either light wrapper
for projects that speak QCSchema
or RT
DEP is req’d
dep’d’cy of TGT
input-writer/executor/output-parser.

SciPy

HDF5

BLAS·LAPACK

PCMSolver
ambit
CheMPS2

pybind11
QCElemental

COMPUTE
params
geomeTRIC

MRCC

gCP

manager & DEP
collector.
is opt’l RT

SUBPROCESS
optkingrunner

PyCheMPS2

MP2D

ECOSYSTEM

utilities.

testing utilities.

dep’d’cy of TGT
DEP is req’d BT
dep’d’cy of TGT

libefp

Python

resp

gdma
PSI4

snsmp2

dkh

C++

simint

QCElemental
Libint
FUNDAMENTALS context-switchable APIDFTD3
to NIST periodicLibxc
table, NIST CODATA,
pygau2grid
PylibEFP
physical props.,gau2grid
and unit conversion.
MOLECULE

QCSCHEMA
TESTING

validation and enforcement.

intf·mp2d

OpenFermion

QCEngine
OpenMM

intf·dftd3

creom
gpu_dfcc

parsing, validation, export.

OpenFermion
Psi4

C

openmm4psi

Fortran

v2rdm_casscf

Forte

III. Narrow data connections by
replacing API calls with JSON call. DOWNSTREAM

and generic utilities.
h5py

PSI4NUMPY

HTMD

cudatoolkit

UPSTREAM

jsonpickle

networkx
deepdiff

zlib

Python

NumPy

SciPy

HDF5

BLAS·LAPACK

PCMSolver

DEP is req’d RT
dep’d’cy of TGT

ambit
CheMPS2

pybind11
QCElemental

DEP is opt’l RT
dep’d’cy of TGT

geomeTRIC

MRCC

gCP

optking

PyCheMPS2
MP2D

DEP is req’d BT
dep’d’cy of TGT

libefp

Python

resp

gdma
PSI4

snsmp2

dkh

C++

simint
Libint

intf·mp2d

DFTD3

OpenFermion

QCEngine
OpenMM

Libxc
gau2grid

PSI4NUMPY

HTMD

intf·dftd3

pygau2grid
PylibEFP

creom
gpu_dfcc

OpenFermion
Psi4

C

openmm4psi

Fortran

v2rdm_casscf

Forte

III. Narrow data connections by
replacing API calls with JSON call. DOWNSTREAM
h5py

cudatoolkit

DISTRIBUTED DRIVER
XXX

def energy (mtd):

def gradient (mtd):

def hessian (mtd):

DISTRIBUTED DRIVER
XXX

def energy (mtd):

def gradient (mtd):

def hessian (mtd):

class SingleResult ():
PLAN

molecule & method & func unchanged.

ASM

Return analytic energy, gradient, or Hessian.

return json

DISTRIBUTED DRIVER
XXX

def energy (mtd):

def gradient (mtd):

class NBodyComputer ():
PLAN

Separate molecule into subsystems. CP, noCP, VMFC basis.
method & func unchanged.

def hessian (mtd):
for frag in fragments: return json
ASM

Assemble n-body & interaction results from fragments.

class SingleResult ():
PLAN

molecule & method & func unchanged.

ASM

Return analytic energy, gradient, or Hessian.

return json

DISTRIBUTED DRIVER
XXX

def energy (mtd):

def gradient (mtd):

class NBodyComputer ():
PLAN

Separate molecule into subsystems. CP, noCP, VMFC basis.
method & func unchanged.

def hessian (mtd):
for frag in fragments: return json
ASM

Assemble n-body & interaction results from fragments.

class CBSComputer ():
PLAN

Separate method into method, basis, & extrapolations.
molecule & func unchanged.
‘mp2/cc-pv[tq]z’

MP2 TOTAL ENERGY/cc-pVTZ
MP2 TOTAL ENERGY/cc-pVQZ

for mc in modelchems: return json
ASM

Assemble extrapolations & total results from modelchems.

class SingleResult ():
PLAN

molecule & method & func unchanged.

ASM

Return analytic energy, gradient, or Hessian.

return json

DISTRIBUTED DRIVER
XXX

def energy (mtd):

def gradient (mtd):

class NBodyComputer ():
PLAN

Separate molecule into subsystems. CP, noCP, VMFC basis.
method & func unchanged.

def hessian (mtd):
for frag in fragments: return json
ASM

Assemble n-body & interaction results from fragments.

class CBSComputer ():
PLAN

Separate method into method, basis, & extrapolations.
molecule & func unchanged.
‘mp2/cc-pv[tq]z’

MP2 TOTAL ENERGY/cc-pVTZ
MP2 TOTAL ENERGY/cc-pVQZ

for mc in modelchems: return json
ASM

Assemble extrapolations & total results from modelchems.

class FinDifComputer ():
PLAN

Displace molecule according to stencil.
Reference molecule & func unchanged.

····· ·········

for disp in displacements: return json
ASM

Assemble derivative results from displacements.

class SingleResult ():
PLAN

molecule & method & func unchanged.

ASM

Return analytic energy, gradient, or Hessian.

return json

class NBodyComputer ():

DISTRIBUTED DRIVER
XXX

def energy (mtd):

def gradient (mtd):

PLAN

Separate molecule into subsystems. CP, noCP, VMFC basis.
method & func unchanged.

def hessian (mtd):
for frag in fragments: return json

NBody

NBody

FinDif

FinDif

CBS
Single

Single

Single

NBody

Single

Single

NBody
FinDif

FinDif

CBS

CBS

CBS

Single

Single

Single

ASM

class CBSComputer ():
PLAN

QCSchema

Separate method into method, basis, & extrapolations.
molecule & func unchanged.
‘mp2/cc-pv[tq]z’

MP2 TOTAL ENERGY/cc-pVTZ
MP2 TOTAL ENERGY/cc-pVQZ

for mc in modelchems: return json

I
JS O N :

Assemble n-body & interaction results from fragments.

ASM

Assemble extrapolations & total results from modelchems.

class FinDifComputer ():
PLAN

Displace molecule according to stencil.
Reference molecule & func unchanged.

····· ·········

for disp in displacements: return json
ASM

Assemble derivative results from displacements.

class SingleResult ():
PLAN

molecule & method & func unchanged.

ASM

Return analytic energy, gradient, or Hessian.

return json

class NBodyComputer ():

DISTRIBUTED DRIVER
XXX

def energy (mtd):

def gradient (mtd):

PLAN

Separate molecule into subsystems. CP, noCP, VMFC basis.
method & func unchanged.

def hessian (mtd):
for frag in fragments: return json

NBody

NBody

FinDif

FinDif

CBS
Single

Single

Single

NBody

Single

Single

NBody
FinDif

FinDif

CBS

CBS

CBS

Single

Single

Single

ASM

Assemble n-body & interaction results from fragments.

class CBSComputer ():
PLAN

Separate method into method, basis, & extrapolations.
molecule & func unchanged.
‘mp2/cc-pv[tq]z’

MP2 TOTAL ENERGY/cc-pVTZ
MP2 TOTAL ENERGY/cc-pVQZ

for mc in modelchems: return json

I
JS O N :

QCSchema

ASM

Assemble extrapolations & total results from modelchems.

class FinDifComputer ():

PSI4

PLAN

C++/PYTHON LIBRARY
LGPL-3.0

Displace molecule according to stencil.
Reference molecule & func unchanged.

····· ·········

IO

for disp in displacements: return json

JS O N :

QCSchema

ASM

Assemble derivative results from displacements.

class SingleResult ():

… xxx works.

E

G

H

PLAN

molecule & method & func unchanged.

ASM

Because
Return analytic energy, gradient, or Hessian.

return json

xxx …

class NBodyComputer ():

DISTRIBUTED DRIVER
XXX

def energy (mtd):

def gradient (mtd):

PLAN

Separate molecule into subsystems. CP, noCP, VMFC basis.
method & func unchanged.

def hessian (mtd):
for frag in fragments: return json

NBody

NBody

FinDif

FinDif

CBS
Single

Single

Single

NBody

Single

Single

NBody
FinDif

FinDif

CBS

CBS

CBS

Single

Single

Single

ASM

Assemble n-body & interaction results from fragments.

class CBSComputer ():
PLAN

Separate method into method, basis, & extrapolations.
molecule & func unchanged.
‘mp2/cc-pv[tq]z’

MP2 TOTAL ENERGY/cc-pVTZ
MP2 TOTAL ENERGY/cc-pVQZ

for mc in modelchems: return json

I
JS O N :

ASM

QCSchema

Assemble extrapolations & total results from modelchems.

class FinDifComputer ():

PSI4

PLAN

C++/PYTHON LIBRARY
LGPL-3.0

····· ·········

CONTINUOUS, INTERNAL

IO

for disp in displacements: return json

via psi4

JS O N :

QCSchema

Displace molecule according to stencil.
Reference molecule & func unchanged.

ASM

Assemble derivative results from displacements.

class SingleResult ():

… xxx works.

E

G

H

PLAN

molecule & method & func unchanged.

ASM

Because
Return analytic energy, gradient, or Hessian.

return json

xxx …

class NBodyComputer ():

DISTRIBUTED DRIVER
XXX

def energy (mtd):

def gradient (mtd):

PLAN

Separate molecule into subsystems. CP, noCP, VMFC basis.
method & func unchanged.

def hessian (mtd):
for frag in fragments: return json

NBody

NBody

FinDif

FinDif

CBS
Single

Single

Single

NBody

Single

Single

NBody
FinDif

FinDif

CBS

CBS

CBS

Single

Single

Single

ASM

class CBSComputer ():
PLAN

MP2 TOTAL ENERGY/cc-pVTZ
MP2 TOTAL ENERGY/cc-pVQZ

for mc in modelchems: return json

JS O N :

ASM

QCSchema

PYTHON LIBRARY
BSD-3-Clause

Separate method into method, basis, & extrapolations.
molecule & func unchanged.
‘mp2/cc-pv[tq]z’

I

QCEngine

Assemble n-body & interaction results from fragments.

Assemble extrapolations & total results from modelchems.

class FinDifComputer ():

PSI4

PLAN

C++/PYTHON LIBRARY
LGPL-3.0

····· ·········

CONTINUOUS, INTERNAL

IO

for disp in displacements: return json

via psi4

JS O N :

QCSchema

Displace molecule according to stencil.
Reference molecule & func unchanged.

ASM

Assemble derivative results from displacements.

class SingleResult ():

… xxx works.

E

G

H

PLAN

molecule & method & func unchanged.

ASM

Because
Return analytic energy, gradient, or Hessian.

return json

xxx …

class NBodyComputer ():

DISTRIBUTED DRIVER
XXX

def energy (mtd):

def gradient (mtd):

PLAN

Separate molecule into subsystems. CP, noCP, VMFC basis.
method & func unchanged.

def hessian (mtd):
for frag in fragments: return json

NBody

NBody

FinDif

FinDif

CBS
Single

Single

Single

NBody

Single

Single

NBody
FinDif

FinDif

CBS

CBS

CBS

Single

Single

Single

ASM

class CBSComputer ():
PLAN

ASM

QCSchema

PSI4

PLAN

C++/PYTHON LIBRARY
LGPL-3.0

for disp in displacements: return json

via psi4

QCSchema

CONTINUOUS, EXTERNAL

ASM

via qcng, psi4
G

H

Displace molecule according to stencil.
Reference molecule & func unchanged.

····· ·········

CONTINUOUS, INTERNAL

JS O N :

E

Assemble extrapolations & total results from modelchems.

class FinDifComputer ():

IO

… xxx works.

MP2 TOTAL ENERGY/cc-pVTZ
MP2 TOTAL ENERGY/cc-pVQZ

for mc in modelchems: return json

JS O N :

PYTHON LIBRARY
BSD-3-Clause

Separate method into method, basis, & extrapolations.
molecule & func unchanged.
‘mp2/cc-pv[tq]z’

I

QCEngine

Assemble n-body & interaction results from fragments.

Assemble derivative results from displacements.

class SingleResult ():
PLAN

molecule & method & func unchanged.

ASM

Because
Return analytic energy, gradient, or Hessian.

return json

xxx …

class NBodyComputer ():

DISTRIBUTED DRIVER
XXX

def energy (mtd):

def gradient (mtd):

PLAN

Separate molecule into subsystems. CP, noCP, VMFC basis.
method & func unchanged.

def hessian (mtd):
for frag in fragments: return json

NBody

NBody

FinDif

FinDif

CBS
Single

Single

Single

NBody

Single

Single

NBody
FinDif

FinDif

CBS

CBS

CBS

Single

Single

Single

ASM

class CBSComputer ():
PLAN

ASM

QCSchema

QCEngine
PYTHON LIBRARY
BSD-3-Clause

PSI4

C++/PYTHON LIBRARY
LGPL-3.0

PLAN

QCSchema

CONTINUOUS, EXTERNAL

for disp in displacements: return json
ASM

via qcng, psi4
E

G

H

Displace molecule according to stencil.
Reference molecule & func unchanged.

····· ·········

via psi4

JS O N :

Assemble extrapolations & total results from modelchems.

class FinDifComputer ():

CONTINUOUS, INTERNAL

IO

… xxx works.

MP2 TOTAL ENERGY/cc-pVTZ
MP2 TOTAL ENERGY/cc-pVQZ

for mc in modelchems: return json

JS O N :

PYTHON LIBRARY
BSD-3-Clause

Separate method into method, basis, & extrapolations.
molecule & func unchanged.
‘mp2/cc-pv[tq]z’

I

QCFractal

Assemble n-body & interaction results from fragments.

Assemble derivative results from displacements.

class SingleResult ():
PLAN

molecule & method & func unchanged.

ASM

Because
Return analytic energy, gradient, or Hessian.

return json

xxx …

class NBodyComputer ():

DISTRIBUTED DRIVER
XXX

def energy (mtd):

def gradient (mtd):

PLAN

Separate molecule into subsystems. CP, noCP, VMFC basis.
method & func unchanged.

def hessian (mtd):
for frag in fragments: return json

NBody

NBody

FinDif

FinDif

CBS
Single

Single

Single

NBody

Single

Single

NBody
FinDif

FinDif

CBS

CBS

CBS

Single

Single

Single

ASM

class CBSComputer ():
PLAN

ASM

QCSchema

QCEngine
PYTHON LIBRARY
BSD-3-Clause

PSI4

C++/PYTHON LIBRARY
LGPL-3.0

PLAN

QCSchema

CONTINUOUS, EXTERNAL

for disp in displacements: return json
ASM

via qcng, psi4

DISTRIBUTED, EXTERNAL

… xxx works.

G

H

via qcf, qcng, psi4

Displace molecule according to stencil.
Reference molecule & func unchanged.

····· ·········

via psi4

JS O N :

Assemble extrapolations & total results from modelchems.

class FinDifComputer ():

CONTINUOUS, INTERNAL

IO

E

MP2 TOTAL ENERGY/cc-pVTZ
MP2 TOTAL ENERGY/cc-pVQZ

for mc in modelchems: return json

JS O N :

PYTHON LIBRARY
BSD-3-Clause

Separate method into method, basis, & extrapolations.
molecule & func unchanged.
‘mp2/cc-pv[tq]z’

I

QCFractal

Assemble n-body & interaction results from fragments.

Assemble derivative results from displacements.

class SingleResult ():
PLAN

molecule & method & func unchanged.

ASM

Because
Return analytic energy, gradient, or Hessian.

return json

xxx …

CP-CORR CBS OPT

DRIV & Fractal DEMO

psi4.optimize(‘HF/cc-pv[d,t]z’, bsse_type=‘cp’, molecule=

)

psi4.optimize(‘HF/cc-pv[d,t]z’, bsse_type=‘cp’, molecule=

)

psi4.optimize(‘HF/cc-pv[d,t]z’, bsse_type=‘cp’, molecule=

)

UPSTREAM

jsonpickle

networkx
deepdiff

zlib

Python

NumPy

SciPy

HDF5

MP2D

BLAS·LAPACK

PCMSolver
ambit

QCEngine

DEP is req’d RT
dep’d’cy of TGT

CheMPS2

pybind11

geomeTRIC

MRCC
gCP

DEP is opt’l RT
dep’d’cy of TGT

PyCheMPS2

DEP is req’d BT
dep’d’cy of TGT

DFTD3
libefp

Python

resp

PylibEFP

gdma

PSI4
snsmp2

dkh

C++

simint

PSI4NUMPY

HTMD

Libint

OpenFermion

Libxc

OpenMM

pygau2grid

creom

OpenFermion
Psi4

C

openmm4psi

gpu_dfcc

Fortran

v2rdm_casscf

Forte

IV. Polish separable tools from
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